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smart working
the changing office landscape

Modern technology and flexible working
patterns are improving the way we work. By
working smarter staff achieve a better
work-life balance. In turn this results in
improved productivity and increased efficiency
for businesses.
Smart working practices recognise that
people are a key part of the physical office
environment. Some of these smart working
strategies may be familiar, including flexible
working and zoning.
Offering staff the choice to work in the office
or from home can be space-saving for a
business. Combined with hot or warm-desking
the need for individual desk space is reduced.
Another smart strategy is to divide
workspaces into zones, each designed to best
support a different way of working. Staff can
choose the most appropriate space to work in,
whether that’s alone in a quiet booth, on softseating with colleagues, or at a desk.

zoned work spaces

By empowering employees, we make them
more engaged. So businesses who adopt
smart working practices can recruit the most
skilled individuals. For existing desk-based
workers this can be a big cultural change,
one that takes time. Either way this is a
change that requires the right infrastructure
to support it.
Workplace storage can help businesses put
smart working practices in place. Space is
becoming more functional than personal, but
individuals still need a secure place to store
their laptops and personal items, which
is particularly important at companies
with clean-desk policies. This is where the
Simplicity storage solution comes in.
Smart working needs smart storage.

flexible working staff

smart storage
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features and benefits

2 Providing a ‘one card fits all’ solution
3 User notifications ensure storage isn’t claimed
permanently, maximising usable space

7 Integral light improves visibility of contents
8 Push-to-open door provides increased security
9 Real-time user/access management via web
browser, also logs events and utilisation rates

4 Traffic light system, showing locker availability

10 Users can be set up to a choice of permanent,
temporary or group storage assignment

5 USB charging point for phones or tablets
(up to 600Ma max)

11 Integral hinge improves security and
minimises maintenance

6 Intruder alarm can be linked to existing
system to enhance security

12 Door nose is designed to be flexible and not
misalign - so minimal maintenance is required
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RF/ID Reader

1 Fully mains powered, saving thousands in
battery costs
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access options
use the latest technology to access your storage

Control Panel

Simplicity lockers have a central
control panel. The user scans their access
card against a reader. The system finds
the user’s profile and allocates them an
appropriate locker. The locker number
displays on the touchscreen terminal. The
user then goes to the relevant locker and
simply pushes the door to open.
The software allows the lockers to be set to
diﬀerent configurations, including dynamic,
static and timed mode. All units are mains
powered and include internal USB charger
ports. Charging is available for mobile phones
or tablets, 600 Ma max.

Lock Access

Simplicity+ allows users to access the
lockers via the lock rather than the control
panel. The user taps their access card on the
front of the locker (near to the internal lock,
marked by an LED light). The LED light on the
front shows the lockers status and availability
by working on a traffic light status: green for
free and red for occupied.

Software

Get the most from the Simplicity range by
using the Releezme software, provided by
Vecos. Releezme offers secure access via the
Microsoft Azure Software as a Service (SaaS)
cloud platform. Releezme is also available
as an on-premise edition to meet your
specific IT policy.
Key Functions:
• Set up business rules tailored to dynamic
working environments.
• Integrate with your access control or HR
system to automate enrollment.
• Send automated notifications to users.
Releezme

Adriaan Min

Releezme Manager
?

Locker control

Recent events

?

?

Locker management

Assignments

?

?

Analytics

?

User sync

Occupation per day

Esp

E1 0023

Name, badge, or locker
search

Locker available

Broadcast

unlock

deactivate

Current service requests
0723

0263

Available

Blocked

Active

In use

Defect

1000
982
?

321

661
User management
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enabled, last sync 12:34 20-01-2015
enabled, last sync 23:59 20-01-2015

0

enabled, last sync 23:51 20-01-2015

?

Anti claiming

?

Maintenance

?

?

Security

release

?

Service

Total

96 lockers
29 available

Pending user activations

1st

123

2nd

43
8

Scheduled
20

Alarm
active

Alerts
active

Releezme dashboard
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Mobile App

The Releezme mobile app works alongside
your organisation’s existing building access
card. All IOS/Android users can download this
free app with minimal administration support.
The app then makes the user’s smartphone
act as their own personal terminal, just like
Apple Pay.

pick-up lockers
improve productivity

The internet is fast becoming the destination
of choice for shoppers, with an increasing
number of us choosing to shop online rather
than visit the high street. But receiving
the goods you ordered can be far from
convenient, particularly if you work full time
and aren’t at home during standard delivery
hours.
Many employees choose to have their orders
delivered to their workplace. But this has cost
implications for the business. Postal room
or reception staff have to spend a significant
amount of time handling and distributing
parcels.

Alternatively employees choose to work from
home, take time off or even leave the office
early - reducing business productivity.
My Pick-up Point (MYPUP) lockers solve this
problem.
The MYPUP system works in the same
way as click-and-collect services used by
major retailers, making it much easier for
employees to receive parcels without it
impacting on either their work or leisure time.
Less hassle for your business and greater
work-life balance for your staff.

technical
information
simplicity

simplicity+

All major RF standards
Including ISO 144443 A+B (Mifare, Mifare
+, Desfire, SmartMX etc), ISO 15693, SONY
FeliCa, HID iclass and all LEGIC advant and
LEGIC prime transponders.

All major RF standards
Including ISO 144443 A+B (Mifare, Mifare
+, Desfire, SmartMX etc), ISO 15693, SONY
FeliCa, HID iclass and all LEGIC advant and
LEGIC prime transponders.

Frequency
125Khz or 13.56 Mhz

Frequency
13.56 Mhz

Encryption
AES 128/256, 3DES, DES, LEGIC encryption

Encryption
AES 128/256, 3DES, DES, LEGIC encryption

Connectivity
Mains powered (no batteries required). Data
(TCP/IP) via controller

Connectivity
Mains powered (no batteries required). Data
(TCP/IP) via controller

USB Output
5V 600mA max

USB Output
5V 600mA max

Certification CE

Certification CE

50%

of employees go home
early to pick up their
online purchases*
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*Statistic taken from MYPUP website [https://www.mypup.nl/en-US] 15 May 2018
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zones

visuals that add value

We offer a range of storage-finishes that
work with your existing furniture. Our Zones
concept takes your storage to a whole new
level, transforming your workspace with high
resolution photography or abstract images,
and adding functional value.
Make your storage a feature that showcases
your business - display branded visuals or

bespoke visuals

product images. Use themed imagery to make
it easier for staff and visitors to navigate your
building. Improve staff well-being by applying
motivational quotes or artwork. There are
endless possibilities.
We use the latest latex printing technology.
We offer super-gloss or matt laminates that
are long lasting, scuff-resistant and durable.

form & function

inviting spaces
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projects

how smart storage can help your business

Office or retail outlet. Gym or university.
See how workplaces like yours are benefiting from Simplicity:

simplicitystorage.co.uk/projects

33%

“ Because of the removal of pedestals,
reduction in desk length and introduction
of smart lockers, our physical office
space increased by only 15% and yet now
has the capacity to house 33% more
team members.”
Shenel Unal Global Programme Manager, Essensys

increase in team
member capacity

Essensys, London
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“UBM were really pushing the
boundaries in terms of smart building
technology, so we had to understand
their vision and how we could help
fulfil that particular dream –
which is now a reality.”
Adrian Cowley Managing Director, Euroworkspace

50%
reduction in floor
space for storage

UBM, London
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how we work
We pride ourselves on ensuring our client’s
experience with us is exceptional. We’re here for
you throughout the production and installation
process.

purchasing

request a consultation

Email us at

simplicity@euroworkspace.co.uk
Call us on

+44 (0)1621 855 053
Our head office is open 9am-5pm (GMT), Monday to Friday.
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expertise

Every client we work with, and every job we
complete is unique. Speak to our experts
about how we can accommodate your specific
storage requirements.
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choice

Choose from our range of made-to-measure
lockers, or our bespoke in-house design service.
We work with you to bring your ideas to life.
Draw inspiration from our extensive range of
colours and finishes.
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quality

Our manufacturing team will turn your vision
into a reality. They combine Dutch technology
with British engineering. Crafting a product that
is both attractive and functional.
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support
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We work with your facilities and IT teams to
ensure your business’s transition to Simplicity
is easy. Proper adoption of smart technologies
takes time. So, even after installation we
continue to offer a high level of support.
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